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Starting Strength provides been called the very best and most useful of fitness books. The
second edition, Starting Strength: Fundamental Barbell Training, offered over 80,000 copies in a
competitive global market for fitness education. Along with Practical Programming for Strength
Training 2nd Edition, they form a straightforward, logical, and practical method of strength
training. -- How the human body adapts to stress through recovery, and just why this is the basis
of the development of strength and life time health. -- All new photos and improved illustrations
of all the lifts, and the biomechanics in it. And while the methods for implementing barbell
schooling detailed in the book are primarily aimed at young athletes, they have already been
successfully put on everyone: young and outdated, male and female, fit and flabby, unwell and
healthy, weak and already strong. -- Why barbells will be the most reliable tools for weight
training. With over 150,000 copies in print in three editions, Beginning Strength may be the most
important method available to learn the simplest way to train with barbells -- the most crucial
way to improve your strength, your wellbeing, and your existence. Many people across the world
have used the easy biological principle of tension/recovery/adaptation on which this method is
situated to boost their performance, their appearance, and their long-term wellness. -- The
mechanical basis of barbell teaching, concisely and logically explained. No other reserve on
barbell teaching ever written supplies the complete instruction on every aspect of the basic
barbell exercises found in SS:BBT3. -- Completely indexed. -- Revised instruction options for all
six lifts, established effective in four years of seminar, armed service, and group instruction.
Now, after six even more years of tests and adjustment with a large number of sportsmen in
seminars from coast to coast, the up to date third edition expands and improves on the previous
teaching strategies and biomechanical analysis. -- How to program the essential exercises into
the most reliable program for long-term improvement. -- Complete, easy-to-follow instructions
for performing the basic barbell exercises: the squat, press, deadlift, bench press, power clean,
and the energy snatch. -- The many productive method in existence for anyone beginning a
strength training program.
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Excellent resource which has had an enormous impact on my standard of living. Excellent
resource that has had an enormous impact on my standard of living. Combine this with the free
of charge Starting Power podcast and instructional YouTube vids and you have your self an
advisable education and practical application class. I put a rack and barbell in my own garage
and also have been applying what I have already been learning in the last 6 weeks. Once you
learn it, you can't unlearn it. Life changing!Update: My Squat is now 415lbs DL 505lbsAs an added
benefit, We am not constantly hurting myself with poor form and needing to remember to heal
and therefore lose gains. Also, I don't hurt when I get right up each morning. The workout will
take us through the full range of motion3. Hardest component, as Rippetoe mentioned, will
appear to be eating just as much as I should to sustain this quick muscle growth on my body!. I
am on week 5 of this new workout routine, which is strictly the Starting Strength method. This is
among my all-time favorite books, and started me on the road of weight training through
compound lifts. The exercises we pick from should make use of many muscle groups2. This is as
good and obvious since it gets. I just deduct a celebrity because some of the descriptions get a
little long-winded.If you are going to buy one reserve to become stronger edition of yourself and
not waste time then help to make it this one. Such discussion will come off as authoritative for
some, but it can experience a bit like advertising intellectual insulation. A GREAT system for
getting strong the correct way I heard about SS about the Art of Manliness podcast and was
intrigued, since it coincides with my general philosophy around weight lifting - big, multi-joint
actions that use the most muscle are the most effective way to get strong and big. I got kicked it
around but hardly ever really pursued it until a pal recommended it if you ask me highly.) or SS-
knowledgable friend to greatly help get started, but with or without that I would recommend
checking out the Starting Strength Youtube channel (Dvd and blu-ray excerpt playlists for every
move in particular) and also the Artwork of Manliness video clips where Rip coaches Brett on the
moves. of Starting Strength. Rippetoe's ("Rip" to the disciples) style is quite strong and
opinionated, which I like but I believe needs to be taken with a grain of salt. Having said that, the
diagrams (even in the Kindle edition) and explanations of the motions are actually top notch and
execute a great job of assisting you visualize the movements and do them ideal."The reason why
I give 4 superstars, though, is because of the author's way of communicating his belief system; It
can take a lot of endurance to get through pages and pages of why low-bar is better than high-
bar or entrance squat, e.g. I haven't any 1-rep maxes to survey, but I could say that after 5 weeks
into it: - Squat has truly gone from 3x5 @ 165 to 3x5 @ 225 - Deadlift elevated from 3x5 @ 185 to
3x5 @255 - Bench Press from 3x5 @ 165 to 3x5 @ 190 I've put on 5 lbs of muscle.The official
Starting Power app is a great complement to the book, and an extremely useful tool once you
start training. It also contains an extremely consolidate group of excerpts and diagrams from the
reserve that might be enough to get some good people started on the machine without reading
the whole book. Having said that, I believe it's still well worth buying and reading the reserve for
more information and the context (even if some of it is a little drawn out).I would suggest that
anyone considering starting this by themselves either consider finding an area SS coach (if you
can afford it! I would absolutely give the program 5 superstars all the way, also if the adherents
are small cultish :)I supply the book 4 stars because, overall, it's a fantastic introduction to the
method, system, system, philosophy, etc. Exercise Bible The only awful thing concerning this
book is that it certainly makes you want to move up to people and correct their awful
form.Bench was 195lbs for 5 reps and is currently 245lbsOHP was 115lbs for 5 and is now
155lbsDL was 315pounds for 5 and is now 455lbsBS was 285 for 5 and is now 365lbsand all even
now climbing.Mark Rippetoe provides an irrefutable argument that the very best exercises we



have to use in the fitness center are barbells. Luckily everything was still there. I've even
evangelized it to others, including both friends and parents. All this with earlier C-Spine, knee
and nerve harm injuries from three combat tours to Iraq. The exercise allows us to lift the
heaviest weights feasible (with good form of course)As an individual trainer It's a shame that this
information is neglected in most standard textbooks of the subject. many times in the book,
Rippetoe will dismiss substitute exercises or forms of performing a fitness out-of-hand, without
providing any reasoning, only harsh terms. You won't regret it. package was opened on front side
doorstep. Fastest outcomes of any routine I've used Hi. I would not consider myself a "beginner"
to lifting, but certainly a novice to the correct form & most of the olympic lifts, as
described/recommended in this book.. I do add (as Rippetoe jokingly suspected many still would
despite cautioning against overworking oneself after all the previous weighty lifting) a few sets of
dumbbell or barbell curls after my sets of Squat, Deadlift, and Bench., with complete anatomical
descriptions, diagrams, physics lessons, etc. This is one of my all-time favorite books, and started
me on the road of . This is an awesome method to workout and can function for anyone if
indeed they abide by it and stay disciplined with their foods and rest..! He goes to the detail of
each excercize Mark really knows his business Schooling with the scientific background
Outstanding science centered book with detailed diagrams and explanations Read it and follow
what it says. Guranteed that with proper diet, you will get stronger. Among the best rates of the
book, which I still reflect on when demotivated to visit the gym: "A weak man is not as happy as
that same guy will be if he had been strong. There are package theives where I live. product itself
was excellent and arrived quickly. Program Works while Advertised!1. Exceptional Tool for the
Critical Lifter I have been reviewing this publication and have found its content is EXTREMELY
helpful if you are seriously interested in learning the proper technique/type to properly lift
weights. Its explanations of bio-mechanics and the function of the muscle groups in the body
during the lifts (particularly squats and dead-lifts), and also proper posturing, can help anyone to
focus on proper form, in order to prevent injuries. An excellent purchase to better health and
safety in the gym!! I wish I would have learned about Tag Rippetoe thirty years back!! Best read
for beginner lifters I would recommend this for anyone interested in lifting. Incredibly detailed
and based on research. Amazing read and very informative.
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